Caswell Bay.
*Thereza Dillwyn Llewelyn in Caswell Bay with telescope.*
*Collodion negative.*
*Photographer: John Dillwyn Llewelyn c.1854*

Oxwich Church
…*and ruins of old Rectory.*
*Collodion negative*  
(Negative held in the archive of the National Museums and Galleries of Wales).
*Photographer: John Dillwyn Llewelyn*

Chancel of Sketty Church.
*Collodion negative.*
*Photographer: Mary Dillwyn*

Church Porch.
*Sketty Church.*

[Sketty Hall]
*Photographer: possibly Mary Dillwyn*

Oystermouth Castle.
*Collodion negative.*
*Photographer: Mary Dillwyn*

[Oystermouth village from Castle]
*Collodion negative.*
*Photographer: Mary Dillwyn.*

Three Cliffs Bay.
*Collodion negative.*
*Photographer: Mary Dillwyn.*
   *Photographer: probably Mary Dillwyn.*

   *Photographer: Mary Dillwyn or possibly Augustus Lennox*

15. [Primroses in cup] 
   *Photographer: possibly Thereza Dillwyn Llewelyn.*

16. [Anemones] 
   *Photographer: possibly Thereza Dillwyn Llewelyn.*

17. Sketty Hall. 
   *Collodion negative. Photographer: Mary Dillwyn*